Introduction
Identifying people is an important task in daily life. Classic physical and behavioral biometrics have been widely and effectively used for person identification. The emergence of soft biometrics introduces a new form of biometric trait for identification. Soft biometrics use conventional human descriptions and translates them to the machine's biometric forms (in a way, bridging the semantic gap) [1] . Soft biometric techniques mainly depend on defining a number of semantic attributes and assigning a set of descriptive labels (traits) for each attribute. A semantic attribute can be any observable property that has a designated name or description by humans. Such attributes can either be binary attributes associated with categorical traits or relative attributes, which can be associated with categorical or comparative labels. So far, the relative descriptions have been found to be more precise and informative compared with the binary descriptions [2] .
Despite the lack of discriminatory capability associated single soft traits, combination with other soft traits can be used as biometric signature for identification [3] or they can be used to augment other traditional physical and behavioral (hard) biometrics such as facial traits [4] or a gait signature [1] . Relative attributes are not only measurable, representing the strength of attributes, but also comparable allowing for more precise differentiation [2] , emphasizing the small differences in attributes of one subject in comparison with those of others [3] . Although human clothes are a predominant visible characteristic of the person's appearance, they have yet to be adopted for representing soft biometric traits for an individual and have been considered unlikely as a cue to identity. Detecting the presence of some common clothing attributes, besides other soft biometrics, can supplement the low-level features used for person re-identification [5] . This allows use of more of the information available in surveillance video which is consistent with analyzing data of such poor quality.
Other than biometrics, there has been previous work on recognizing clothing categories [6] , semantically describing clothing pieces [7] and automatically detecting then classifying certain semantic clothing attributes in pedestrian data images [8] , or alternatively classifying overall clothing styles in natural scenes based on a group of defined common categories and attributes [9] . Also automatic search and retrieval by clothing attributes for occasion-style recommendation [10] or a bodily attribute-based query integrated with clothing colors and types for a people search in surveillance data [11] .
In everyday life, people use clothing descriptions to identify/re-identify each other, especially from a distance or when the faces are not visible. Furthermore, many people often wear similar clothing or a certain clothing style. It has been shown that clothing attributes are naturally correlated and mutually dependent on each other [7] ; this can be exploited when composing a biometric signature and even further to possibly infer some unknown attributes from the known ones. Fig. 1 shows an image of rioters in London 2011 and it highlights a suspect with covered face and head. No soft traits are observable except clothing attributes. Also in the bottom right corner, a CCTV image released later within a list of most wanted suspects shows clearly what appears to be the same clothing, suggesting an identification link to the rioter. Such an image provides a real example of how clothing attributes could be beneficial in identification and also demonstrates that, in some cases, clothing attributes can be the only observable soft traits to be exploited. In this paper, we employ semantic clothing attributes as soft biometric traits for human identification and explore the validity and efficiency of clothing descriptions for identification. The main contributions of this paper are:
 new identification techniques using a combination of soft clothing-based biometrics in fusion and in isolation;  increased discriminatory comparative traits derived using a Ranking SVM for clothing attributes;  a new web-based mechanism for obtaining and analyzing human clothing labels and comparisons;  performance assessment and comparison between different forms of soft clothing traits; and  an investigation of clothing attributes viability and correlations. Section 2 introduces the proposed semantic attributes and descriptive labels. Sections 3 and 4 describe the experimental methodology used in this research. Using soft clothing traits for human identification is demonstrated to supplement traditional approaches and alone in Sections 5 and 6 before concluding in Section 7.
Clothing Attributes
There are many possible clothing attributes and labels; an initial set of those which appear to be basic is studied in this research. Based on a number of general considerations, a set of attributes and their labels is chosen and defined so as to construct a feature vector. Firstly, this set of defined attributes is intended to be structural and comprehensive rather than a detailed description of clothing. The set is also suited to analysis of surveillance data, which is often vulnerable to challenges and obstacles such as low resolution, long distance, lighting conditions, pose and occlusion [1, 3, 4, 7, 11, 15] . Secondly, the attributes are desired to be as understandable as possible, reliable, visible, and observable, allowing an annotator to describe what is being seen not what is being inferred. By taking these considerations into account a number of attributes deemed suitable for later investigation were excluded. Here we propose a set of semantic clothing attributes described with categorical and comparative labels.
Categorical Clothing Labels
Categorical labels can be defined as nameable descriptions used to describe semantic attributes of an individual's clothing, usually associated with multiple clothing categories or styles such as (Upper body clothing category: 'Jacket', 'Jumper', 'T-shirt' etc.) or can be labels describing the degree of presence of relative attributes such as (Sleeve length: 'Very short', 'Short', 'Medium' etc.) 
Comparative Clothing Labels
Comparative labels are nameable descriptions used to describe only relative attributes of an individual's clothing compared with another individual's clothing. In other words, these labels describe the degree of comparisons of relative attributes, such as (Neckline size: 'Much smaller', 'Smaller', 'Same', 'Larger' and 'Much larger').
A list of 21 semantic attributes is proposed and for each attribute a suitable group of categorical labels is specified to be used for describing these attributes. Furthermore, seven of the aforementioned 21 attributes are both categorical and relative, whereas the remaining 14 are unsuited for comparison because they are binary or multi-class attributes that can be described using only categorical (absolute) labels. Thus, the categorical labels of these seven relative attributes are extended to their corresponding comparative labels. Table 1 shows the list of proposed semantic attributes with their assigned categorical and comparative labels, where the seven relative comparable attributes are in bold. Each categorical label, which is designated for a non-relative attribute, is assigned an integer value as a numeric representation for its textual expression. Previously a practical psychological system [12] using bipolar scales to define traits was performed as a unique analysis on whole-body descriptions. We utilize this validated practical mechanism to better reflect the degree-of-strength of the relative attributes. Each of the seven relative attributes is formulated as a bipolar five-point scale. We assign a set of ordered categorical labels ranging from 1 to 5 and a set of comparative labels is assigned accordingly ranging from −2 to 2. For all binary-label clothing attributes, such as 'Belt presence', we add a label 'Don't know' as a choice, which often can be a possible reasonable answer in real-life, reflecting the user's uncertainty as to whether an attribute is present or not.
Methodology

Human Clothing Dataset
The Soton Gait Database [13] is a standard database used for this research, as it comprises a subset of full-body frontal and side view still images of the persons for which body and face descriptions are already available. The front view images are used to collect the clothing descriptions. This subset consists of 115 individuals with a total of 128 frontal samples. Each sample of each individual is handled, throughout all the steps of this experiment, as an independent individual. That is due to the fact that all individuals with multiple samples are wearing different clothing in each sample. Hence, multiple samples of a single individual are considered as different and independent entities by which each entity represents that individual if wearing exactly the same clothing. Otherwise, it is considered as another entity, even though it belongs to the same individual, but wearing different clothing. In this research we refer to each entity (i.e. sample in this dataset) as a subject. 90% of the subjects in the database are university students and wear what is largely similar (summer) clothing (jeans, T-shirt, etc.). As such, the data appears sufficiently challenging for this initial study.
Clothing Description Database
A web-based clothing annotation system was designed and developed to obtain clothing labels and comparisons, as shown in Fig. 2 . The annotation procedure was split into two tasks. The first task required a user to annotate ten subjects. Each subject was described by selecting 21 appropriate categorical labels. The second task required a user to compare one subject, selected randomly from the ten already annotated, with other ten new subjects. A comparison, between two subjects was performed by selecting seven appropriate comparative labels. In this way M labelers provided N labels on O subjects. With a view to simplifying and organizing user annotations, the clothing attributes were grouped based on their zones and relevance as follows: Head, Upper body, Lower body, Foot, Attached to body, General style and Permanent as shown in Table 1 , which was similarly used to view attributes and labels in annotation forms as illustrated in Fig. 2 . Categorical and comparative labels were collected from 24 users via the website. All 128 samples were labeled by multiple users, with one or more separate user annotations per subject describing the 21 categorical attributes. All subjects were compared using the seven relative attributes by multiple users. To enrich the comparison data from the available number of collected comparisons, additional comparisons were inferred when two subjects were both compared with another same subject. A summary of collected user data and the inferred comparisons data is shown in Table 2 .
Ranking Relative Clothing Attributes
The attribute-based clothing comparison data cannot be used for identification, unless it is arranged as a list of subjects ordered with respect to a single attribute. Subsequently, the attributes of each subject can be described by relative measurements derived from per attribute ordering data. Different ranking methods can be applied for this purpose, such as the Elo ranking system [3] or a Ranking SVM [2] . In this research, to achieve ordering and to derive the desired relative measurements, a soft-margin Ranking SVM method [14] is used, along with a supporting formulation of similarity constraints [2] . This is done to apply a pairwise technique based on learning a ranking function per attribute. Such learned ranking functions can be used not only to perceive the relative strength of attributes in a training sample, but also to predict the relative strength in a new test sample. Thus, for a set of attributes A, a ranking linear function ra is learned for each attribute a such that:
where w a is the coefficient of the ranking function r a and x i is a feature vector of attributes of a subject being ranked. A set of comparisons is rearranged into two groups to represent the pairwise relative constraints required to learn a ranking function. The first group consists of a set of dissimilarity comparisons Da of ordered pairs so that (i, j)  D a  i > j whereas the second group comprises a set of similarity comparisons S a of non-ordered pairs so that (i, j)  Sa  i = j. Da and Sa sets are then utilized to derive the wa coefficients of r a according to the following formulation:
The degree of misclassification is measured by and the trade-off between maximizing the margin and minimizing the error (i.e. satisfying constraints) is denoted as C. The resulting optimal w a function is able to enforce (explicitly) a desirable ordering for all training samples, in respect to a. A feature vector xi is mapped using Equation (1) to a corresponding feature vector comprising a number of real-value relative measurements. Each measurement represents the relative strength of a single attribute.
Soft Clothing Traits
Categorical labels are used to form two feature vectors for each subject in the dataset. In both versions of feature vectors, an average label per attribute is calculated for a set of labels provided by multiple users describing the same subject. The first feature vector is formed from 21 categorical normalized average-labels, describing all the 21 clothing attributes to build the first gallery of categorical clothing traits for all subjects (referred to as Cat-21). Similarly, the second feature vector is formed from a subset of only the seven relative clothing attributes to build the second gallery (referred to as Cat-7).
To perform identification using comparative labels, the corresponding relative measurements are derived using the Ranking SVM method. All subjects in the Cat-7 gallery are used as a training dataset to learn seven optimal ranking functions for the seven relative attributes. The coefficient w is derived using the formulation in Eqn. (2) . The desirable per attribute ordering of all subjects is derived using w. Then by Eqn. (1), each w is used to map each feature vector in Cat-7 to a corresponding vector of seven relative measurements (i.e. comparative traits) describing a single subject. Hence, all the obtained relative measurement vectors are gathered to compose a new gallery of comparative traits (referred to as Cmp).
Performance Evaluation
Leave-one-out testing is used to evaluate the clothing traits performance. Thereby, user annotations are used in turn as a query to identify and retrieve matching subjects from a tested gallery. Hence, two Cat-N based probe sets are designed such that, each subject's annotation provided by a single annotator, is normalized and formulated as 21-label and 7-label feature vectors to be used to probe Cat-21 and Cat-7 galleries. The same 7-label probe set used for testing Cat-7 is used to probe the Cmp gallery, except that each feature vector in the probe set is mapped to its comparative-traits vector predicted by w. This mapping is performed to produce the third Cmp-based probe set containing a new form of testing feature vector that is able to probe the Cmp gallery. The likelihood between every single probe-vector and all subject-vectors in a gallery is estimated and retrieved, resulting in an ordered list of all subjects based on the likelihood evaluated by the sum of Euclidean distance between probe and gallery vectors. The Cumulative Match Characteristic (CMC) and Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) are used to summarize identification performance, via the k nearest neighbor approach. The Decidability Index (d') of the normalized distance between the two means of genuine G and imposter
Correlation between Attributes
We study the proposed clothing attributes' relationships using the (Pearson's r) correlation matrix. We generated correlation matrices for the available collected labels, comparisons and further derived traits. The calculated correlation coefficient was considered as significant when the resulting p-value p ≤ 0.05. Fig. 3 demonstrates the correlation between all labels of 18 clothing attributes (see Table 1 ); traits without correlation are not shown. High correlation is symbolized by orange, and low by blue/ green. As such, attributes relating to head coverage are highly correlated, as are the attributes (15) and (18) relating to the description of items attached to the body. Clothing is well correlated for upper (5) and lower (9) body. The matrix structure suggests that the desired uniqueness has been achieved. 
Augmenting Soft Biometrics with Clothing
Previously, soft biometrics body descriptions were obtained from the Soton database, in which each of 115 individuals were labeled by multiple users' annotations describing 23 soft bodily traits. These traits were grouped into three categories: Body shape, Global, and Head [1] .
We use our three proposed approaches (Cat-21, Cat-7 and Cmp) of soft clothing traits to enhance the identification performance in two different aspects. The first aspect is to augment only the traditional soft traits (Age, Ethnicity, Sex, and Skin Color) which were the four traits grouped in the Global category in [1] . The second aspect is to augment all the aforementioned 23 soft body traits including the four traditional traits.
For each subject we form a single 23-trait feature vector from the multiple annotations of that subject to build a gallery of soft bodily descriptions for all subjects (referred to as softBody). From softBody we derive another gallery of a traditional four-trait feature vector per subject (referred to as tradSoft) comprising only traditional soft descriptions.
Both tradSoft and softBody are extended to three other versions supplemented by the proposed soft clothing traits. Each feature vector describing a single subject in tradBody is concatenated to a corresponding feature vector describing the same subject in each of Cat-21, Cat-7 and Cmp to compose three versions of augmented galleries: tradCat-21, tradCat-7 and tradCmp respectively. The same process is applied to softBody, resulting in its three augmented versions softCat-21, softCat-7 and softCmp.
Each softBody and tradSoft is tested for identification separately and then compared to its three augmented versions. For testing, proper probe sets are prepared for softBody and tradSoft, so that for each subject we select a number of annotations from body-descriptions data equal to the number of annotations collected for clothing descriptions. These probe sets are extended to their corresponding augmented versions, according to their galleries, by concatenating them to each of the three clothing probe sets to enable the testing of their augmented galleries. Based on the leave-one-out method, human identification using bodily soft approaches and their augmented counterparts is achieved and evaluated. Table 3 reports the CMC match scores and average-sum scores in different ranks for the traditional soft traits (Age, Ethnicity, Sex, and Skin Color) and when augmented by clothing. Adding clothing to traditional soft biometrics consistently enhances identification with up to 59% offered by the categorical traits tradCat-21, which achieves the highest scores in all ranks. tradCat-7 comes next in performance, then tradCmp with slightly lower scores. Fig.  4 shows ROC curves of the augmenting approaches have better accuracy and less error, where tradCat-21 consistently presents the highest accuracy, followed by tradCat-7. While Table 3 
Augmenting Traditional Soft Biometrics
Augmenting Body Soft Biometrics
The CMC curves in Fig. 5 and the results in Table 4 represent the identification performance using soft body traits with performance augmented by soft clothing traits. The performance of the body soft traits is considerably improved by adding the clothing yielding an increase ranging from 7% to 17% in the rank 1 result. The identification rate of softBody jumps from 78% to 95% when augmented by categorical traits softCat-21, and reaches 100% rapidly at rank 9. Likewise, augmenting the traditional soft approach, softCat-7 remains, achieving the second best performance and the comparative measures softCmp holds the highest decidability d'. 
Identification Using Soft Clothing Traits
Each of the proposed approaches (Cat-21, Cat-7 and Cmp) is used in isolation for human identification, when soft clothing traits are the only used biometric. Here the leave-one-out method is also applied to probe the three soft clothing galleries using the appropriate probe set for each. The CMC scores and the ROC analysis of the proposed approaches are given in Table 5 . Although all the approaches tend to improve the identification score sharply throughout the rank increase from 1 to 10, the categorical labels Cat-21 start from a much better score and gain a much higher average score than Cat-7 and Cmp. The Cat-21 approach outperforms the other approaches in all terms, but the decidability d' is the largest and best in Cmp. It is noteworthy that, unlike in augmenting soft biometrics, the comparative traits Cmp achieve a better performance than their categorical counterparts underlying Cat-7. 
Conclusions and Discussions
Clothing characteristics can be utilized to convey effective descriptions and valuable combinations of soft biometrics. In some cases, human clothing descriptions might be the only observable attributes and a beneficial clue for identification. In our study, we find that the relative attributes underlying all the proposed clothing-based approaches carry the most significant and effective information to describe clothing. A good correlation between two attributes allows for the prediction of a missing attribute of those most likely from the other.
The obtained performance results using semantic clothing attributes indicate a motivation for exploiting derived clothing traits, in fusion or even in isolation, to enrich human identification and re-identification. The proposed techniques enforce and identification task by using clothing descriptions, in supplement to traditional or bodily soft traits, and as the only biometrics. We enable the implicit use of the rich correlations of clothing attributes. We show that, as a proof-of-concept, we can recognize people using soft clothing traits and we need further to learn a soft attribute-centric for retrieval in the future.
